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Alliance Market Shaping Roadmaps

• Roadmaps offer a long-term view on a deliberate approach to evolving a 

(vaccine) market towards a desired future state. 

• They are co-developed through a collaborative process with partners, 

incorporate critical market analyses and include development of strategic 

goals, target outcomes and a coordinated stakeholder action plan

• There are many “big” outstanding questions on the future of COVID-19 

viewed from today’s perspective; while these cannot be answered through 

roadmap development over the next few months, Partners will have to make 

assumptions on:

• The predominant vaccine strategy(ies) for the eventual “endemic phase”

• Demand scenario(s) to shape the market against

• Future steady-state donor funding support and country scope of support

• What will be Gavi’s programmatic role
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Healthy Market Framework
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‘Steady-state’ demand scenarios could range from 
~40M to 1.4B (AMC92/Gavi54) and ~500M to 3.2B 
(Global) – if need for ongoing vaccination

5 DRAFT & CONFIDENTIAL

AMC92 / Gavi54 Global

Low Gavi54 – 43M 489M

Medium AMC91 – 279M 1.27B

High AMC92 – 1.43B 3.16B

AMC92/Gavi54 demand scenarios Global demand scenarios

WORK IN PROGRESS



Future supply could be ~20-30%** of estimated 
production capacity in 2022
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2022 capacity * Future capacity **

mRNA 4.4B 1.0 - 1.5B

Protein subunit 4.1B 0.6 - 1.7B

Viral vector 3.6B 0.1 – 1.1B

Inactivated 5.9B 0.6 - 1.9B

Total 18.0B 2.3B - 6.2B

* Linksbridge’s Global Production Model analysis of risk-adjusted 

production, February 2022

** Tentative range based on assumptions & expert input

Future supply capacity assumptions

• As the current dominant product platform, mRNA vaccines are 

expected to maintain strong presence in the market, especially 

products that do not require UCC may be increasingly preferred

• Some manufacturers are already adapting their platforms to non-

Covid diseases and may pivot capacity to Covid-19/flu combination 

shots or other vaccines in the near future

• HIC-preferred and donor-supported products are expected to 

maintain market presence

• For other platforms, demand, COGS and vaccine price will heavily 

drive manufacturer decisions to stay in the market

• Vaccines that have shown lower efficacy and manufacturers are 

likely to heavily scale-down or exit the market as demand shifts to 

highly preferred platforms; though major domestic producers may 

remain active (if there still domestic demand and/or government 

subsidy)

WORK IN PROGRESS

DRAFT & CONFIDENTIAL



Healthy Market Framework summary of attributes
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Meeting country product preference

Incentivising & scaling up innovations

Supply meets demand

Supplier base risk

Geopolitical & regulatory risk

Market sustainability & attractiveness

Materialisation of demand

Balanced demand of appropriate products & 
timely uptake of new innovative products

Predictability of demand

The degree to which ongoing innovations address countries’ unmet needs and may be adopted by 
countries in the future 

The magnitude of risk that the supplier base will be unable to supply expected doses (considering 
supplier buffer capacity, sustainability, technical risks, diversity and portfolio viability) 

The degree to which available supplies will be able to meet countries’ product choices

The degree to which overall supply availability of antigen meets demand

The magnitude of risk that doses cannot be released or exported from the country of production

The degree to which the market remains sufficiently attractive for incumbent suppliers to be 
competitive or for new suppliers to enter

The degree to which country product choices are data-driven, value-based; leading to balanced 
demand for appropriate products & timely uptake of new innovative products

The degree to which both the quantity and timing of demand can be accurately predicted and 
sustained by countries

The degree to which country introductions and campaigns materialise

Supply 
dynamics

Demand 
health

Innovation

The ranking of HMF attributes takes a medium- to long-term view (post-pandemic)
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HMF assessment: Demand attributes

Materialization of Demand (Partially Met): Demand is expected to contract and future ‘steady state’ 

demand scenarios are wide-ranging (from a low ‘steady-state’ scenario around 500md to a high scenario 

over 3bn annual doses globally). Level of future donor and country financing will be a significant factor of 

demand materialization. Eventual demand will impact pricing and market shaping influence for LMICs.

Predictability of Demand (Unmet): Demand predictability is low, with several factors impacting countries’ 

abilities to develop and execute comprehensive immunization plans (e.g. uncertainties around antigenic 

drift, funding, the future vaccination strategy, and others). Whilst predictability remains low, there will be risk 

of underproduction or overproduction, risk of higher prices and/or special contracting need, and possible 

disincentivizing of future innovations.

Balanced demand of appropriate products & timely uptake of new innovative products (Partially 

Met): Data and experience from HICs have shaped product preferences so far, while LMICs preferences 

are not yet fully understood. LMICs will require access relevant, high quality, information on products, and 

capacity to evaluate the product options. Political influences have an important role in shaping product 

preferences.
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HMF assessment: Supply & innovation attributes (I/II)

Supply meets demand (Partially Met): The long-term balance of supply and demand for the Covid-19 

market is uncertain.

Supplier base risk (Partially Met): The Covid-19 vaccine supplier base is currently large and diverse, but it 

is expected that some manufacturers will substantially scale down or exit completely in the future. Portfolio 

diversity is likely to continue based on suppliers with plausible reasons to stay in the medium- to long-term 

(e.g. mRNA preferred, donor-funded suppliers, domestic  market suppliers and others).

Geopolitical & Regulatory Risk (Partially Met): The existing diverse supplier base minimizes this risk; 

however, the risk may increase when large volumes for LMICs countries come from 1 country.

Meeting Product Preferences (Partially Met): Contracting and unpredictable demand and uncertainty on 

product preferences pose risks about the ability of the supply base to meet countries’ product preferences.
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HMF assessment: Supply & innovation attributes (II/II)

Market Sustainability/Attractiveness (Unmet): The market’s attractiveness & sustainability is reduced 

with uncertainty on the demand side and a crowded supply landscape, and there is a risk of increasing 

pricing trends in the future

Innovation (Partially Met): Innovations are in the pipeline, however, it is currently unclear if support will be 

needed to bring them to market. With regards to broad protection vaccines and/or new variant vaccines, it 

will be important to mitigate the risk of supply not meeting demand for AMC/Gavi countries



Draft Objectives 
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Draft Roadmap Objectives
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1. Ensure timely and equitable access to LMICs through a diverse and 

sustainable supplier base that meets expected demand, existing and 

emerging product preferences, and public health needs (e.g. new variants)

2. Overall buffer capacity to be able to respond to potential outbreaks and 

demand fluctuations

3. Optimize predictability and materialization of steady state demand to 

minimize impacts on market health

4. Targeted innovations and preferred product characteristics enter the market 

and are scaled up to meet public health needs, across both routine and new 

outbreak scenarios
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